Introduction
Network Elements are often required to export usage information to mediation and business support systems (BSS) to facilitate accounting. Though there are several existing mechanisms for usage information export, they are becoming inadequate to support the evolving business requirements from service providers.
For example, some of the export mechanisms are legacies of the Telco world. Typically usage information is stored in Network Elements as Log files (e.g., CDR files), and exported to external systems in batches. These are reliable methods, however, they do not meet the real-time and high-performance requirements of today's rapidly evolving data networks.
RADIUS [1] is a widely deployed protocol that may be used for exporting usage information. However, it can only handle a few outstanding requests and is not extensible due to its limited command Client or CRANE Client A CRANE Client is an implementation on the data producing side of the CRANE protocol. It is typically integrated with the network element's software, enabling it to collect and send out accounting data to a mediation/billing system using the protocol defined herein.
Server or CRANE Server
A CRANE Server is an implementation on the data receiving side of the CRANE protocol. It is typically part of a Business Support System (BSS) (e.g., Billing, Market Analysis, Fraud detection, etc.), or a mediation system. There could be more than one CRANE server connected to one CRANE client to improve robustness of the usage information export system.
CRANE Session
A CRANE Session is a logical connection between a CRANE client and one or multiple CRANE servers for the purpose of delivering accounting data. Multiple sessions MAY be maintained concurrently in a CRANE client or a CRANE server; they are distinguished by Session IDs.
Server Priority
A CRANE server is assigned with a Priority value. Accounting data is always delivered to the perceived operating CRANE server (from the CRANE client point of view) with the highest Priority value (the primary server) within a CRANE Session.
Message
A Message is encoded according to rules specified by the CRANE protocol and transmitted across the interface between a CRANE client and a CRANE server. It contains a common CRANE header and optionally control or user data payload.
Data Record
A Data Record is a collection of information gathered by the Network Element for various purposes, e.g., accounting. The structure of a Data Record is defined by a Template.
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Template A Template defines the structure of any types of Data Record, and specifies the data type, meaning, and location of the fields in the record.
Data Sequence Number (DSN)
An accounting Data Record level sequence number, which is attached to all data messages to facilitate reliable and in-sequence delivery.
Protocol Overview
The CRANE protocol is designed to deliver accounting data reliably, efficiently, and quickly. Due to the nature of accounting data, large records often need to be transmitted; thus supporting fragmentation of large records is required. Furthermore, the value associated with accounting data is high; to prevent data loss, quick detection of unresponsive CRANE servers is also required for added robustness.
The CRANE protocol can be viewed as an application that uses the data transport service provided by lower layer protocols. It relies on a transport layer protocol to deliver reliable, in-sequence data packets.
UDP is a simple connectionless transport layer protocol that has advantages of being fast and agile, but it provides no reliability and lacks flow control mechanisms. Hence, The CRANE protocol must not use UDP as the transport layer protocol to avoid the risk of adversely impacting the networks it is being run over.
TCP and SCTP [4] are two transport layer protocols that fulfill the reliability requirement of CRANE. Either one of them MAY be used to transport CRANE messages. TCP meets some of the requirements, but not all (e.g., quick detection of server failure, the fact that TCP is stream oriented and not record oriented). Therefore, SCTP [4] is the preferred way to transmit CRANE messages. Reliable delivery of accounting data is achieved through both the transport layer level and the CRANE protocol level. The transport layer acknowledgments are used to ensure quick detection of lost data packets and unresponsive servers, while the CRANE protocol acknowledges CRANE messages after they have been processed and the accounting information has been placed in persistent storage.
Being a reliable protocol for delivering accounting data, traffic flowing from a CRANE client to a CRANE server is mostly accounting data. There are also bi-directional control message exchanges, though they only comprise of small portion of the traffic.
1. The CRANE client MUST accept TCP connections over a specific TCP port. 2. The CRANE server MUST connect to the CRANE client, and SHOULD be responsible for reestablishing a connection in case of a failure. 3. CRANE messages are written as a stream of bytes into a TCP connection, the size of a CRANE message is specified by the Message Length field in the CRANE message header.
Alternate servers
For purposes of improved reliability and robustness, redundant CRANE server configuration MAY be employed. The CRANE protocol supports delivering accounting data to alternate CRANE servers, which may be part of a mediation system or a BSS.
A CRANE session may comprise of one or more CRANE servers. The CRANE client is responsible for configuring network addresses of all CRANE servers belonging to the session. A Server Priority is assigned to each CRANE server. The Server Priority reflects the CRANE client's preference regarding which CRANE server should receive accounting data. The assignment of the Server Priority should consider factors such as geographical distance, communication cost, and CRANE server loading, etc. It is also possible for several CRANE servers to have the same priority. In this case, the CRANE client could randomly choose one of them as the primary server to deliver accounting data. Additional features such as load balancing may be implemented in a multi-server environment. The process of configuring CRANE client is carried out using the NE's configuration system and is outside the scope of this document.
A CRANE client MUST deliver accounting data to its perceived operating CRANE server with the highest priority; if this CRANE server is deemed unreachable, the CRANE client MUST deliver the accounting data to the next highest priority CRANE server that is perceived to be operating. If no perceived operating CRANE servers are available, accounting data MUST be queued in the CRANE client until any CRANE server is available or the client's queue space runs out. An alarm should be generated to inform the CRANE user of the queue overflow condition.
Accounting data delivery SHOULD revert to the higher priority server when it is perceived to be operating again.
The CRANE protocol does not specify how a CRANE client should redirect accounting data to other CRANE servers, which is considered an implementation issue. But all the supporting mechanisms are provided by the protocol to work in a multiple-server environment (e.g., the template negotiation process, and configuration procedures, etc.). The transport layer (together with some other means) is responsible for monitoring server's responsiveness and notifying CRANE protocol for any failures. The client may choose to transition to an alternate server.
Implementation Note:
The transition to an alternate CRANE server is an implementation issue and should occur under the following conditions:
A) Transport layer notifies the CRANE client that the corresponding port of the CRANE server is unresponsive.
B) Total size of unacknowledged accounting records has exceeded a threshold (configurable) for certain duration (configurable).
C) A STOP message is received from the active server. D) A lower priority server is the active one and a higher priority server has recovered. 
Templates
The CRANE protocol enables efficient delivery of accounting data. This is achieved by negotiating a set of Data Templates for a CRANE session before actual accounting data is delivered. A data template defines the structure of a DATA message payload by describing the data type, meaning, and location of the fields in the payload. By agreeing on session templates, CRANE servers understand how to process DATA messages received from a CRANE client. As a result, a CRANE client only needs to deliver actual accounting data without attaching any descriptors of the data; this reduces the amount of bytes sent over communication links.
A template is an ordered list of keys. A key is the specification of a field in the template. It specifies an accounting item that a network element MAY collect and export. The specification MUST consist of the description and the data type of the accounting item. (e.g., 'Number of Sent Bytes' can be a key that is an unsigned integer of 32 bit long). A CRANE client typically defines keys.
The CRANE protocol supports usage of several templates concurrently (for different accounting records). Keys contained in a template could be enabled or disabled. An enabled key implies that the outgoing data record will contain the data item specified by the key. A disabled key implies that the outgoing record will omit the specified data item. The enabling/disabling mechanism further reduces bandwidth requirement; it could also reduce processing in network elements, as only needed data items are produced.
In a CRANE session, all the CRANE servers and the CRANE client MUST use the same set of templates and associated enable/disable status. The templates' configuration and connectivity to an end application MUST be the same in all servers. The CRANE client MUST publish the relevant templates to all CRANE servers in a session through user configuration, before it starts to send data according to the templates.
The complete set of templates residing in a CRANE client MUST bear a configuration ID that identifies the template set. Each data record is delivered with the Template ID and the Configuration ID, so that the correct template can be referenced. A server, when receiving a record with an older Configuration ID, MAY handle the record gracefully by keeping some template history. The transport layer should ensure that a server would not get messages with future configuration IDs. 
Template Transmission and Negotiation
As stated before, all CRANE servers MUST use the same set of templates in a CRANE session. In case that servers do not share the same set of templates (the templates are considered different if different keys are enabled or disabled), a negotiation process between the client and the server would ultimately determine one set of templates that is accepted and used by all the CRANE servers in a session.
After a CRANE session is established and the server sent a START message indicating that it is ready to take part in the session, the client MUST deliver the set of templates that it intends to use by sending a TMPL DATA message to the server. The CRANE server MUST acknowledge the reception of the set of templates.
Templates are negotiable between a CRANE client and CRANE servers. A CRANE server may propose changes to the templates received from a CRANE client (e.g., enabling some keys and disabling others), or it can acknowledge the templates as is. In the case that a template or a key is not recognized by the server (e.g., they might be added to the client after the server configuration has completed), the server MAY choose to disable each unknown key or unknown templates in order to avoid unnecessary traffic. A template is disabled when all the keys are disabled. If changes were received from the CRANE servers, the client will send the changed template set to all connected servers (using FINAL_TMPL_DATA message). It is the client's responsibility to decide what would be the final set of templates used by a session. At this time, each CRANE server MUST accept and acknowledge the templates without changing anything (to avoid deadlock and loop conditions). Each CRANE server is given a single chance to propose any changes during the negotiation process.
The template negotiation process is outlined as follows:
A) CRANE client sends a TMPL DATA message with a set of templates.
B) CRANE server either responds with the TMPL DATA ACK message with changes in the template set (process continues in step C) or responds with FINAL TMPL DATA ACK message if no changes are needed (process continues in step E).
C) CRANE client receives proposed changes, incorporates them if possible and then sends a FINAL TMPL DATA message containing the new set of templates to all servers (in order to deploy the change). All these stages take place only when there are multiple CRANE servers with differences in the template set (e.g., not all key states are identical). If all CRANE servers within a session share the same configuration exactly, all servers will respond with FINAL TMPL DATA ACK and the ping-pong between the client and the servers will end immediately. This is the common case, but in case some other CRANE servers have a different configuration, the protocol offers the way to maintain consistency among CRANE servers.
TMPL DATA messages SHOULD be sent only after all DATA messages with the previous configuration have been acknowledged. This ensures the server to transition properly to the new configuration.
Changing Templates
Though TMPL DATA messages allow for deploying and publicizing template, a need to configure the template set still exists. Each of the CRANE servers in a CRANE session may change the template set, which is typically requested by an end-user through User Interface.
If the end-users need to know what templates are available and the current template set status, they may issue the GET TMPL message.
The following steps are performed in order to change the templates:
A) The server MUST retrieve from CRANE client the template set that requires change by issuing GET TMPL message. The server can issue a GET TMPL even if it has not yet issued a START message.
B) After received a GET TMPL message, the client sends back a GET TMPL RSP message with the requested data.
C) The server makes the necessary changes to the templates and sends back a START NEGOTIATION message. This message triggers the CRANE client to inquire about changes made by the CRANE server.
D) After received a START NEGOTIATE message, the client MUST respond with START NEGOTIATE ACK message followed by a TMPL DATA message. From this point on, the template negotiation process starts.
Flow Control
After templates have been deployed, DATA messages start to arrive at the primary CRANE server (the operational one with the highest priority within the CRANE session). Each DATA message contains a Data Sequence Number (DSN). The primary CRANE server MUST accept the data as long as it is in-sequence. Out-of-sequence DATA messages should be discarded.
The CRANE server detects the start of accounting data when it receives the first DATA message either after startup or after a server transition. The first DATA message MUST have the 'S' bit ('DSN Synchronize' bit) set by the CRANE client. Upon reception of the message with initial DSN, the server MUST accept all in-sequence DATA messages. The DSN MUST be incremented by 1 for each new DATA message originated from the client.
A CRANE server MUST acknowledge the reception and correct processing of DATA messages by sending DATA ACK messages. The DATA ACK MUST contain the DSN of the last processed in-sequence DATA message. If the CRANE server receives an Out Of Sequence DATA message, it MUST also send a DATA ACK message. It will trigger an immediate retransmission of unacknowledged records.
The CRANE client is responsible for delivering all the records. In the case of a redundant server configuration, there could be a scenario when one server does not receive all the records but another redundant CRANE server for the same mediation system receives the rest of the records. For example, server #1 could receive records 3042-3095 and then 3123-..., with server #2 receiving records 3096-3122. It is the sender's responsibility to deliver all the records, in-sequence, but not necessarily to the same server.
The billing/mediation system eventually receives all the records, possibly through more than one CRANE server. The CRANE client MUST convey all the records it received to the billing/mediation system. This MAY result in duplicate records in the billing/mediation system. In this case, the DSN MUST be used to remove duplicates. To aid the process of duplicate removal, whenever a record is re-sent to another server, its 'Duplicate' bit MUST be set to suggest that this record might be a duplicate. Each session has its set of templates (these may be the same templates, but the keys could be enabled or disabled differently).
The sessions are configured in the NE, each with a different session name with associated Session IDs. The session ID is carried in each message to associate the message with a specific session.
A CRANE server MAY take part in different sessions. When configuring a server, it needs to know the sessions in which it participates. The server can issue a GET SESS message to receive a list of relevant sessions.
CRANE Message Format
A summary of the CRANE protocol message format is shown below. A CRANE message consists of an 8 octet message header; it is followed by a variable length message payload that is aligned to 32 bit boundary. Some of the messages do not have the CRANE Message Payload part. The fields are in network byte order and transmitted from left to right. Message Name Short Name The Message Length field is the total length of the CRANE message in octet including the header.
-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ | Version |Message ID(MID)| Session ID | Message Flags | +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ | Message Length | +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
Message ID --------------------- --------------- ------------ Reserved
CRANE Messages
This section defines CRANE mandatory messages. They MUST be supported by any CRANE protocol implementation.
Flow Start (START) Description
The Flow Start message is sent from a CRANE server to a CRANE client to indicate that the CRANE server is ready to receive CRANE messages.
Message Format 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 4.2 Flow Start Acknowledge (START ACK)

Description
The Flow Start Acknowledge message is sent by a CRANE client to acknowledge the reception of a START message from a specific CRANE server. It is sent only to that server to indicate that the client considers it ready to receive CRANE messages. 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Flow Stop (STOP) Description
The Flow Stop message is sent from a CRANE server to a CRANE client to instruct it to stop sending data (to that server). The STOP message does not disconnect the server; it only stops the CRANE client from sending "DATA" messages. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 The 'E' bit indicates the transmission order of the "DATA" messages. If the field is set to 1, data is in big endian format; otherwise, little endian format is used.
Number of Templates: 16 bit unsigned integer
The Number of Templates field is the number of Templates (a template is described by a Template Block) specified by the message. The 'T' bit ('Status' bit) indicates that the template is a status template that is used by the STATUS RSP message only. See section 2.8 for more details.
Description Length: 16 bit unsigned integer
The Description Length field is the length of the Description field. If no description is supplied, the length MUST be 0.
Template Block Length: 32 bit unsigned integer
The Template Block Length is the length of the template block in octets.
Description: Variable length unsigned char
The Description field contains the text description of the template (e.g., "Aggregated by interface and ToS bits"). It is a variable length field of up to 64Kb long, and padded with 0 to the next 32 bit boundary.
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The fixed length data types are defined as following: (5) 0x0014 Time_MSEC_32 (6) 0x0015 Time_USEC_32 (7) 0x0016
The variable length data types are defined as following:
String (8) (1) Boolean is represented as a single octet holding 0 for a value of FALSE and 1 for a value of TRUE.
(2) Float and Double are single and double precision floating point numbers that comply with the IEEE-754 standard.
(3) Time_SEC is a 32 bit value, most significant octet first -seconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970.
(4) Time_MSEC_64 is a 64 bit value, most significant octet first -milliseconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970.
(5) Time_USEC_64 is a 64 bit value, most significant octet first -microseconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970. (6) Time_MSEC_32 is a 32 bit value, most significant octet first -milliseconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970.
(7) Time_USEC_32 is a 32 bit value, most significant octet first -microseconds since 00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970.
(8) String is prefixed by a 32 bit length field that indicates the length of the string, and followed by ASCII codes of the string characters. This representation MUST only be used for encoding data records in a "DATA" message.
(9) The arbitrary data is prefixed by a 32 bit length field and followed by the data in binary format.
Key Attribute Vector: 32 bit unsigned integer
The Key Attribute Vector field indicates different attributes of the key. In CRANE Version 1, only the 'K' bit is defined, other bits in the field SHOULD be set to zero by the sender and ignored by the receiver.
The 'K' bit ('Disabled bit') is set to 1 when the key is disabled in this template.
Template Data Acknowledge (TMPL DATA ACK) Description
The Template Data Acknowledge message is sent from a CRANE server to a CRANE client after a TMPL DATA message has been received. It proposes changes of the templates and/or key status changes (enable/disable) for the templates. 
4.10
Get Sessions (GET SESS)
Description
The Get Sessions message is sent by a CRANE server to a CRANE client to query what are the sessions it should participate. This is typically done just before a UI configuration of the CRANE client's templates. As each session has its own set of templates, there is a need to know the server's participation of all the sessions.
The Session ID field in the CRANE message header MUST be ignored by the receiver.
Start Negotiation (START NEGOTIATE) Description
The Start Negotiation message is sent by a CRANE server after the configuration process has completed. The message should initiate template negotiation by the client with all CRANE servers in a session. The CRANE server MAY re-send this message up to 3 times with repeat interval of 5 seconds unless it is acknowledged by the CRANE client. Otherwise, the CRANE user will be informed. The client should send TMPL DATA message to the servers after acknowledged the message.
ensure security, no additional security services or procedures may be required; however, if CRANE clients and servers are connected through the Internet, lower layer security services should be invoked.
To achieve a strong security protection of communications between CRANE clients and servers, lower layer security services are strongly recommended. The lower layer security services are transparent to the CRANE protocols. Security mechanisms may be provided at the IP layer using IPSEC [6] , or it may be implemented for transport layer using TLS [7] . The provisioning of the lower layer security services is out of the scope of this document. This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are included on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than English.
The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns. 
